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Wedding Balloon Garland Arch 

Qianjia brand launched a balloon wedding balloon 

garland arch, wedding balloon garland arch was 

made by Borun balloon factory in China can be 

exported to any country's balloon arch toolkit, all 

the balloons to accept more than three times in the 

production process quality inspection, wedding 

balloon garland arch is a high quality of balloon 

arch kit.Borun Balloon Factory has been adhering 

to the belief of creating "the most popular, 

cheapest and highest quality" balloon arch kit, for 

everyone to introduce high quality latex balloon arch kit. 

 

 

Product Description 

It is our pleasure to decorate your happy wedding with our wedding balloon Garland Arch kit. 

When you purchase this high quality wedding balloon garland Arch to decorate your wedding, 

our staff will send you the most sincere blessing, we are willing to witness your happy moment 

with your family and friends. 

  

When launching the new balloon arch, Borun balloon factory always designs the wedding 

balloon garland arch set from the Angle of wedding. We know that you decide to hold the 

wedding because you have arrived at the lover who can care for your life.We also hope you 

will think wholesaling our wedding balloon garland arches to decorate your wedding pies is a 

great option. You will always protect your lover, balloon factory will always pay attention to the 

quality and design of balloons. 

  

Our staff will be there 24 hours a day to help you with your wedding balloon garland Arch, just 

like your loved one is always there to take care of you. We can solve a lot of troubles for you 

about wholesale wedding balloon garland arch, such as price, freight forwarding, cargo 

transportation, shelf sales. 

 

Borun balloon Factory has provided services for more than 300 purchasing companies, and 

also provides 24-hour company for more than 500 vendors, so that you do not have any 

worries when wholesale wedding balloon arch.If you've informed us via Whats App or email 

that you're getting married, we'd like to be a witness to your happy moment.Trust us, all right? 
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